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Abstract

We present the IMPACT system - Intelligent Mining

Platform for the Analysis of Counter Terrorism. IMPACT

is a knowledge discovery system designed to provide new

methodologies for the identification and detection of

terrorist related events. Unlike conventional data mining

and knowledge discovery systems, the tracking and

targeting of terrorist related events is much more complex.

For example, the event associated with an individual

purchasing fertilizer and renting a truck in the same day

does not qualify that individual as a terrorist, yet other

factors related to that individual could significantly raise

the chances of the likelihood that event being a terrorist

related. The goal of IMPACT, therefore, is to filter out and

identify events from diverse and heterogeneous data

sources  in order to identify potential terrorist event.

  

I. Introduction

The first component of IMPACT is an agent based

Terrorist Profile Generation Facility that aggregates

and pre-computes key quantitative or qualitative data

indices multi-dimensionally to dynamically generate

an N-dimensional OLAP data cube for analysis.

Profiles are defined by the analyst using a JAVA-

compliant Web browser. Once the profile is

submitted, the appropriate OLAP analyses are

continually computed and appropriate notifications

are sent to the analyst.

The second component of IMPACT, the Dynamic

Data Miner, provides data mining capabilities that

could not be identified solely by the OLAP data cube.

The Dynamic Data Miner uses case based, predictive,

and inference based reasoning to identify new links

and relationships. Clustering methods are deployed

where applicable.  In addition, we develop a special

facility that identifies and links suspicious names,

identification numbers, and organizations.

The third component of IMPACT is the Terrorist

Network Identification Facility that identifies new

relationships by linking disjoint (or seemingly

unconnected) subnetworks. This component uses

singular value decomposition (SVD), and a variety of

graph theoretic related algorithms to prune and

identify relevant subnetworks of information.

Finally, the Temporal Link Finder identifies terrorist

related events that many somehow be linked by time.

We demonstrate temporal reasoning algorithms that

can identify and link complex relationships about

time.

II. Terrorist Profile Generation Facility

The purpose of a profile is to provide the analyst with

the capability to define within a browser a suspicious

activity (or modus operandi) within the terrorist

domain.  Figure 1 provides a rudimentary example of

this generation. In figure 1, a basic profile has been

defined that states,  an entity is suspicious if that

entity has all the components required to build a

certain class of bombs and if that entity has

purchased paramilitary weapons.



Fig.1: Example of Terrorist Profile

In figure 1, "entity" can be a person, organization,

corporation, etc. that has been entered by the analyst

or is currently within a profile that is being tracked

and is “similar” to the profile that has been

submitted. In addition, any entity that is manually

entered by the analyst is tracked as "suspicious"

within that analyst's profile. In other browser

windows, it is possible for the analyst to generate

new profiles on the fly.

The code segments below describe the query

language used in the implementation of profiles.

These rules specify that an entity is deemed a

suspicious electronic site if the number of

“suspicious” people above that use it exceeds a given

threshold, and the site is owned by Group X.  This

can be expressed in our language as follows:

 More-surv-site(S)  if  suspicious-user-count(S)=N &

N >= threshold & Owner(S)=Company &

From(Company,Country)   Rogue(Country).

 Suspicious-user-count(S)=COUNT(SELECT

DISTINCT  S.Name FROM suspicious S, site-users

U WHERE S.name = U.name)

 Owner(S) =  (SELECT  Owner-id  FROM

corporate-db WHERE  company-name = S).

From(Company) = (SELECT Country FROM

corporate-db   WHERE  company-name like  Group

X.)

Rogue(Country) = (SELECT Country FROM

rogue-countries).

Once an analyst has specified the profiles and

modifications, IMPACT will automatically generate a

set of instantiated knowledge based rules, cases, and

relations specifying both the users explicit interests

(represented by the profiles) as well as the user’s

implicit interests (represented by the various

modified versions of the profiles). This information

will then be used as input for additional data mining

activities.

The process of expanding a profile involves the

following steps:

1. Each profile gives rise to a tree with that profile

as the root of the tree.

2. Each node in any such tree is labeled with a

query.

3. If we consider a partial tree T of this form, the

leaves of T may be “expanded” by making one

modification to the query labeling the leaf.

4. Each link in the tree also has an associated

“cost.”  The higher the cost of the path from a

root node to a query node, the less interesting the

query is.

In short, the search space may be described by

iteratively performing the following steps.  First,

create one tree for each seed query with that seed

query as the root.  For now, the root of each tree is

also a leaf.  Now expand each leaf to create children.

Repeat this process, ignoring leaves whose cost

exceeds a threshold cost.

In general, though it is useful to view the relaxation

process in terms of tree expansions, it is not wise to

implement them this way.  One reason for this is that

the same query may end up occurring in multiple



trees, and expanding the same query many times over

is wasted effort.  We will build upon the well known

A* algorithm in the construction of such trees so that

we can efficiently support two operations:

1. Find all relaxations of the seed queries whose

cost lies below a given threshold cost.

2. Find the top k-relaxations of the seed queries (in

terms of lowest cost).

Based on these approximations, we shall be able to

represent profiles based on certain major dimensional

features that maximize the aggregate to be computed

and apply OLAP data cube methods and

computations.

III. Dynamic Data Mining

Each profile shall be managed as a “case” within the

case base. The “case-base” used by this module

consists of a set of past profiles that were deemed

suspicious.  As new cases rarely match existing cases

exactly, this module will attempt to use profile-

modification rules to convert a set of submitted

profiles into an existing suspicious case.  Each profile

modification rule has a cost.  Suppose we apply rule

r1 to a set of profiles P1.  The result of this

application is a new set of profiles P2.  The smaller

the cost of r, the more “similar” P2 is to P1. Of

course, we may now apply another conversion rule,

r2 to P2, to get a new profile P3. The case-based

reasoning module will attempt to determine the

similarity between a submitted profile and an existing

profile by converting a set SubP of submitted profiles

into an existing set of profiles, ExP, in the case base.

Ø Similar Object Replacement: The submitted

profile is deemed similar to an existing profile if

a substitution of an appropriate object in the

submitted profile yields the known profile.

Ø Case Instantiation: The submitted profile may

correspond to be a “part” of an existing profile.

Ø Case Merging: As stated above, a set of

submitted profiles may jointly correspond to a

profile in the case base (or the other way

around).  Similarity based profile retrieval and

matching methods must be able to dynamically

determine which profiles will be merged. This

will expand the range of possible database fields

which are relevant to a specific query.

Ø Link Addition: A submitted profile is similar to

an existing profile if inserting a valid link causes

the profiles to become similar.

IV: Terrorist Network Identification Facility

We will start this section with a scenario that this tool

is designed to solve. If all the electronic data that that

identifies all the known members of Group X, their

relationships with other individuals and

organizations, their travel, their purchases (and so on)

were described graphically, the result would look like

a messy tangled network of links and nodes that

would appear nonsensical to the keenest of analysts.

Some of the nodes on the network may be innocent

individuals, others may be cutout companies, while

yet others might be legitimate businesses that have no

knowledge of any illegal/suspect activity, but are

being used (unbeknownst to them).

The Graph Theoretical Path Generation and

Validation Tool provides an environment within

which the network connections between all these

disparate entities may become untangled, validated,

queried, and browsed.  In addition, sub-networks that

are apparently unconnected will be hypothesized,

based on data mining utilities, to be connected.  Thus,

the objective of this tool is to (1) identify the critical

links that exist and (2) hypothesize the existence of

new links based on unconnected sub-networks.

The Graph Creation and Update Module component

of this tool is responsible for two tasks.  First, it will



examine external databases and data sources, and

determine which entities are linked to which other

entities. Figure 2 below is as an example of such a

network and linkage between entities on a network. A

pointer back to the original document that generated

the link must validate each link on the graph.

                         Travel      Email

                               Purchase         Email

                                  Same Owner

Figure 2: Domain Example of Indirect Linkage

This module will be responsible for managing

updates to the network, as new data becomes

available.  As there may be numerous different links

between two entities, and as a single investigation

may involve thousands of entities, with millions of

connecting links, the task of designing efficient,

scalable data structures becomes a formidable one.

We approach the task of generating such graphs

using the well known mathematical concept of

Singular Valued Decompositions (SVDs).  SVDs

have been used extensively for clustering where one

may want “similar” entities to be clustered together.

Based on this clustering method, links between

clusters can then be hypothesized. We will outline the

approach  in the next few paragraphs.

Associated with our graph G representing

transactions is a massive, implicit matrix M_G. If

graph G has k nodes in it, then M_G is a (K x K)

matrix.  The (i,j)’th entry of this matrix is set to 0

when the i’th entity in the graph G and the j’th entity

in the graph G are not directly linked together. If the

i’th entity in the graph G and the j’th entity in the

graph G are linked together, then this implicit matrix

contains the number of direct edges in G between the

i’th and j’th entities.  For example, suppose the i’th

entity in graph G represents John Smith and the j’th

entity is Mohamed Hashimi.  Then the (i,j)’th entry

of this matrix M_G is the number of direct links

between John Smith and Mohamed Hashimi.

The technique of singular valued decomposition

takes the matrix M_G and splits it into three matrices.

That is, it rewrites the (K x K) matrix M_G as a

product of three matrices of size (K x R), (R x R) and

(R x K) such that:

♦ The product of these three matrices is identical to

M_G and

♦ The (R x R) matrix is a non-increasing diagonal

matrix, i.e. all its entries are zero except for the

diagonal entries, and those entries are in

descending order.

Figure 3 below shows this situation. The diagonal

matrix produced by the SVD contains the R most

significant links within the network.  As one walks

down the diagonal, the strengths of the links between

the entities involve decreases. Thus, we can capture

the most important links and clusters by breaking the

large “K x K” matrix into a smaller “R x R” matrix

and using the values within the R x R matrix and the

rows in the K x R matrix to identify the highly

relevant links.

There is a plethora of well-known techniques to

efficiently compute singular valued decompositions

of massive matrices.  In the case when the matrices

are sparse, a variant of the SVD called the semi-

discrete decomposition may also be used. Once this is

done, we may as we have described above, the SVD

technique (and its variants) have been successfully

applied to a wide variety of applications where

different entities need to be “linked” together.  These

include:

J.SmithM. Azziz

Cutout D

Cutout F

Cutout C

Cutout E



♦ The well known Latent Semantic Indexing

technique developed by Bellcore for indexing

and retrieval of massive collections of textual

documents – in this application, the goal was to

consider that two documents are “linked” if they

are on the same topic.

♦ The organization of multimedia data stores

where different multimedia objects need to be

clustered together based on “similarity” – here,

two media objects are considered to be linked

together if they satisfy a similarity requirement.

                         KxK

    (M_G)

     KxR

 R x R

(A)             (S)            (C)

Figure 3: Singular Value Decomposition.
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Figure 4: Querying a Singular Value

Decomposition Matrix for Link Hypothesis

Generation

Suppose, for example, an analyst  wants to find

the ten “highest cost” paths linking A and B that go

through C.  Using graphical user interface, he can

generate the following query.

SELECT  MAX(10) PATH  P  BY COST FROM

GRAPH G WHERE  P CONTAINS C.

Or suppose the  analyst wants to find the ten highest

cost paths linking A and B that go through C, but

which do not contain D (e.g. D may be a hardware

chain that has been investigated and that may have

been completely exonerated).  He may express this

via the following query.

SELECT  MAX(10) PATH  P  BY COST FROM

GRAPH G WHERE  P CONTAINS C and NOT(P

CONTAINS D).

Cost, in this scenario may be set by ranking the types

of edges within the graphs based on their type. (Such

as e-mail, relationship, purchase, or similar link.) The

implementation of these queries on top of the

underlying graphs rather than on top of a set of

relations (as in classical SQL) requirse:

The identification of a core set of operations on

the graph. These core operations include:

♦ Given a node N in the graph, find all  its

immediate neighbors.

♦ Given nodes N1,N2 in the graph, and an integer

k, find the k cheapest paths between N1, and N2.

♦ Given nodes N1,N2 in the graph, and an integer

k, find the k most expensive paths between N1,

and N2.

♦ Given nodes N1,N2 in the graph, and a cost c,

find all paths between N1 and N2 in the graph

with cost less than c.

♦ Given nodes N1,N2 in the graph, and a cost c,

find all paths between N1 and N2 in the graph

with cost greater than or equal to c.

♦ Given nodes N1,N2 in the graph, and a database

query condition C on paths, find all paths

R x R

.
0
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between N1 and N2 that satisfy condition C.

It is important to note that using this set of core

operations, we can express extremely powerful

queries through Boolean combinations of the above.

Fortunately, each of the above graph theoretical

operations is amenable to implementation through

well studied techniques in graph algorithms.

The Graph Browsing Module will allow the analyst,

to browse the initial graph G and/or its

decompositions (G_A,G_S,G_C), effectively.  For

example, the analyst may wish to zoom in on one

section of the graph, and/or view all attributes

associated with one or more links.  He may also want

to merely browse all paths in the graph connecting

entities A and B.  These types of browsing operations

are scalably supported by this module.

• Link Hypothesis Generation Tool

In many cases, two or more “clusters” or “groups” or

“subnetworks” within a network, detected by the

singular valued decomposition (SVD) analysis, may

be linked together in some way, unbeknownst to the

analyst.  The analyst may wish to explore alternative

possible groupings (to those produced by the SVD) in

one of two modes:

1. He merely asks the SVD to generate other

potential groupings that he can browse or

2. He can request an evaluation of the possibility

that certain disparate groups are in fact strongly

linked.

The task of the Link Hypothesis Generation Tool is

to facilitate such explorations by the analyst.

Proximity of clustered networks represents how

closely related the SVD algorithm believes they are

to each other.

When evaluating the possibility of a link between

two groups (sub-networks within a graph), the Link

Hypothesis Generation Tool will generate different

hypotheses to support such linkages, and present

these to the user.  Hypothesizing that two “groups”

(as determined by SVD) are linked is equivalent to

saying that SVD should have “merged” these two

groups.  Generally, speaking, two entities are in the

same group (w.r.t. SVD splits) if the distance

between the row-vectors in the matrix A described

earlier in this proposal is below some threshold value.

Given a set of entities, SVD attempts to group them

together so that for any two entities in a given group,

this property is satisfied.  However, such a split may

be made in many ways, and SVD may arbitrarily

choose one.  When the analyst asks that the

possibility that two disparate groups are actually one

be investigated, it is possible to adapt the SVD to

merge these groups together – however, to

accomplish the merge, one of two things needs to

happen:

• Some new links should be hypothesized.  This

tells the analyst that these new, hypothesized

links are potential new areas of investigation (to

see if the links hypothesized really can be

substantiated through physical evidence), or

• Some existing links are stronger than they were

thought to be.  In terms of SVDs, this means that

some existing links were thought to be less

strong than they really are.  In other words, two

entities may have been placed in different groups

because they were not thought to be well linked,

but further investigation (and further evidence)

may prove a more solid link.

In the first case, our Link Hypothesis Generation

Tool will hypothesize different sets of links that

cause the two groups to be merged, and rank these

new link sets in descending order of plausibility – of

course, the analyst can change this ranking.  In the

second case, the Link Hypothesis Generation Tool

will identify entities in the two groups that caused the



two groups to be split apart in the SVD.  Typically,

these two entities will have a relatively low-strength

link between them (though not too low).  It will then

hypothesize that these link strengths are higher than

predicted by the original data.

V: Temporal Link Finder

One of the fundamental parameters that must be

taken into account by any serious effort at identifying

links between multiple entities is the temporal

dependencies between events.   For example,

consider the following sequence of events:

1. John Smith and Mohammed Hashim, known

member of Group X engage in a “chat” session

in an MCI chat room at 10:30pm EST on July

27, 1997.

2. An electronic funds transfer of $20,000 is made

from account #277789018 in the Grand Cayman

Bank to account #81910182 of ABC Corp, a

major arms dealer and supplier to Group X.

Intelligence data indicates that the former bank

account belongs to John Smith and the latter to

an unidentified individual.  This is done on July

29, 1997, at 11:00am EST.

3. An international funds transfer is made from

account #81910182 of ABC Inc in Switzerland,

to account #91728292 in the Bank of Qatar to

another unknown individual.  This is done on

August 1, 1997, at 9:00am.

4. On August 2, 1997, John Smith and Vladimir

Zhirovski exchange email in which Zhirovski

reports that  Carlos Orojuelo has received

payment for the goods.

Examining the above temporal sequence of events in

the above scenario, we may lean towards the

following hypothesis that the four events jointly

indicate a payment (for some unspecified goods).

1. The payment is being made by Mohammed

Hashim to Carlos Orojuelo.

2. John Smith works for Mohammed Hashim of

Group X.

3. Vladimir Zhirovski works for Carlos Orojuelo.

4. Account  #91728292 in the Bank of Qatar is

somehow linked to either Vladimir Zhirovski or

to Carlos Orojuelo.

The Temporal  View Tool allows one  to “zero in” on

certain temporal patterns or intervals that he is

interested in analyzing further.  For example, the

analyst may request that the SVD network be

restricted only to events that occurred between July

25, 1997, and August 5, 1997 and that all sequences

involving a payment (direct or indirect) between two

people be reported, where the payment exceeds

$5,000, and where at least one “questionable” bank is

involved in the transaction.

In effect, this analyst specifies  a temporal view – this

view reflects those aspects of the Terrorist Network

Identification Facility that she is interested in

examining more closely.  Temporal views, in effect,

allow the analyst to provide logical specifications

reflecting his expertise in the domain of investigation

– in response, she expects the Temporal View Tool to

effectively group together sequences of such events

into “groups” or “clusters” that reflect possible

transactions of the sort she is interested.

In order to implement temporal views, we enhance

the well known view mechanism in commercial

database systems to accommodate viewing networks.

In commercial databases, views are specified by

conditions over relational data.  However, in our

case, the conditions must be evaluated over a SVD

network, not over relational databases, because all

interactions being monitored during the investigation

are stored largely within the SVD network we have

described earlier.   We use a graphical user interface

through which the analyst may specify her



constraints.  For example, the criteria articulated in

the proceeding example may be specified as follows:

SET VIEW V1 TO SVD-Net(A) REFINE BY

Time > July 25, 1997 AND Time < Aug. 5, 1997.

This causes V1 to be a view that reflects all

transactions in the SVD network that occurred

between the stated dates.  To further focus on

transactions involving transfers over $5,000 and

involving “questionable” banks or organizations, this

definition may be further refined as follows:

SET  VIEW  V2 TO   GROUPS  GWHERE   G

HAS  PATH  P AND         P  HAS  LINK  L AND

Transaction(L)=electronic transfer AND

Amount(L) > 5000 USD AND     G HAS NODE N

AND          Questionable(N).

In the above specification, the predicate

Questionable(N) may be defined as a standard view

on a relational database system such as the Oracle

Web Server on which our Phase I development has

been carried out.

IV. Conclusions

This paper identifies some of the key technologies

that can be deployed in the knowledge discovery and

data mining process with respect to the data mining

domain. Such a task is complicated due to the nature

of the domain. However, with the vast increase of

integrated database systems, much work can be

accomplished through the deployment of on-line

profiles or modus operandi.
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